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Yuliang He, Jie Tian, Senior Member, IEEE, Liang Li, Hong Chen, and Xin Yang
Abstract—This paper introduces a novel algorithm based on global comprehensive similarity with three steps. To describe the
Euclidean space-based relative features among minutiae, we first build a minutia-simplex that contains a pair of minutiae as well as
their associated textures, with its transformation-variant and invariant relative features employed for the comprehensive similarity
measurement and parameter estimation, respectively. By the second step, we use the ridge-based nearest neighborhood among
minutiae to represent the ridge-based relative features among minutiae. With these ridge-based relative features, minutiae are
grouped according to their affinity with a ridge. The Euclidean space-based and ridge-based relative features among minutiae reinforce
each other in the representation of a fingerprint. Finally, we model the relationship between transformation and the comprehensive
similarity between two fingerprints in terms of histogram for initial parameter estimation. Through these steps, our experiment shows
that the method mentioned above is both effective and suitable for limited memory AFIS owing to its less than 1k byte template size.
Index Terms—Fingerprint identification, ridge-based nearest neighborhood among minutiae, relative feature, minutia-simplex.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

fingerprint is a pattern of ridges and valleys on the
surface of a finger. It has been used for individual
identification for legal purposes. Automatic fingerprint
identification, which is established in modern information
technology, is even applied to civilian purposes such as
access control, financial security, and verification of firearm
purchasers. In fact, the Automatic Fingerprint Identification
Systems (AFISs) have performed well for years in controllable circumstances. However, limited fingerprint quality,
nonlinear distortion, limited time, and memory expense in
an offline AFIS, such as Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)
and IC Card systems, are still challenging tasks in
fingerprint matching.
This paper introduces an identification algorithm based
on global comprehensive similarity with the view overcoming the dilemmas encountered in fingerprint matching
process. The new method introduces minutiae and local
ridge information in fingerprint representation. Local ridge
information helps to represent a local fingerprint region and
prevent matching from failing for insufficient minutiae. A
minutia-simplex is built to describe a second order Euclidean space-based relative structure [1] between two
minutiae and all minutia-simplexes that closely connect
minutiae and ridges represent a fingerprint. So, a fingerprint
is understood to be composed of many local regions, each of
which is represented by one or more minutia-simplexes. If a
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fingerprint region deforms very little, the relative features of
minutiae can be aligned for matching by using rigid
transformation. Two minutiae of a minutia-simplex are
subject to the positional constraint. Among other relative
structures, such as minutia-triplet [2], [3], it has more reliable
performance in fingerprint matching because of its rich
relative features. Compared with minutia-triplet [2], [3],
however, minutia-simplex has a better trade-off between its
performance and computational expense. It is known that
Euclidean-space relative structures have their own limitation in fingerprint representation. For example, the local
texture of two relative structures is different, though their
relative features are similar. Therefore, ridge-based nearest
neighborhood among minutiae is introduced to represent
ridge-based relative features with ridge-counts between
ridges and minutiae. And, minutiae are connected as a
topological network with ridges. The ridge-based and
Euclidean-space relative features reinforce each other in
fingerprint representation. As compared with ridge-counts
among minutiae in methods [2], [4], the ridge-based nearest
neighborhood among minutiae is more reliably detected,
although they may be influenced by outlier rejection.
In fingerprint matching, local comprehensive similarity
and local transformation parameter are first obtained by
coarsely matching between relative structures. Then, the
relationship between the comprehensive similarity and
transformation is modeled in terms of a histogram for
calculating an initial transformation model. Finally, the
variable bounded box method [5] is used for double-checking
local comprehensive similarities. Both the histogram and
variable bounded box methods globally reduce the influence
of deformation on matching. For uncontrollable conditions,
such as large-deformations and large-area outlier rejection,
histogram and variable bounded box may be affected and, as a
consequence, their parameters should be aligned accordingly.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
provide an overview of current fingerprint identification
methods in literature. In Section 3, we try to manifest how our
method works in fingerprint reprocessing, fingerprint
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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representation, transformation model analysis, and final
matching. Section 4 is an objective evaluation of the new
method with the experimental results. The last section
confirms the value of the proposed method and provides
some prospects for the future.

2

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF FINGERPRINT
IDENTIFICATION METHODS

Fingerprint identification involves a wide range of algorithms with different techniques. These schemes are based
predominantly on local landmarks, exclusive global features,
as well as comprehensive fingerprint features [6]. The
minutiae-based matching methods, such as Jiang and Yau’s
[2] and Bhanu and Tan’s matching and indexing methods
using minutiae-triplets [3] and Gold and Rangarajan’s graph
matching method [4], locate minutiae and match their relative
placement in an input fingerprint and a template. The
minutiae-based technique is widely used because it takes
less memory expense and has time saving advantages.
However, a minutia set cannot characterize overall pattern
of a fingerprint and a minutiae-based fingerprint matching
system can hardly match two fingerprints containing a
different number of unregistered minutiae. And, it is hard
to further improve their performance.
The exclusive global feature-based techniques are used not
only for indexing [7], [8] but also for identification [9], [10],
[11], [12]. They match the global patterns of the fingerprint
texture by aligning the input global features and measuring
the maximum mutual global information between two
fingerprints. In these methods, however, the central point
should be determined with a reliable accuracy and it is
difficult to deal with distortion in the fingerprints. The
exclusive global information-based AFISs also need more
memory to store a fingerprint template than the other two
kinds of AFISs.
Comprehensive feature-based techniques [13], [14], [15]
are also seen as a hybrid matching method by fusing
minutiae, local features, and global features. Local features
help accelerate the alignment of the unregistered minutia
patterns in different sizes. Global features are used to
overcome the shortage of minutiae and local features in bad
quality fingerprints. With the reasonable time and memory
expenses, comprehensive feature-based techniques outperform the two aforementioned kinds of matching methods.
Additionally, they combine various classifiers for fingerprint matching. With the advanced hardware technology,
these approaches have become popular for their good
performance in acceptable memory expense in recent years.
These methods work well for the controllable environment
of small deformation and small-area outlier rejection, while
they are not omnipotent methods which robustly perform
with some special conditions with large-deformation.

3

FINGERPRINT MATCHING TECHNIQUE BASED
GLOBAL COMPREHENSIVE SIMILARITY

ON

The method is a comprehensive feature-based technique
with two novel aspects: First, a minutia-simplex and the
ridge-based nearest neighborhood among minutiae are
combined to represent the relative features among minutiae. Second, improved from our previous work [16] in

Fig. 1. Fingerprint preprocessing with our AFIS. (a) An original fingerprint
in DB1_a of FVC2000, (b) its block orientation field, (c) enhanced one,
and (d) thinned one.

alignment, the relationship between the comprehensive
similarity and transformation is a model in terms of a
histogram for estimating an initial mapping model. Compared with our previous work [16] in alignment, the new
method has two novel points: Local similarity is checked
with ridge-based relative features and the estimated
parameter is only used as an initial one.

3.1 Fingerprint Preprocessing
With our method, fingerprint features are extracted from a
thinned fingerprint for two reasons: First, it contains
enough information to represent the uniqueness of a
fingerprint. Second, in the thinned fingerprint, minutiae
are more accurately detected and ridges are more efficiently
tracked than its corresponding gray fingerprint. Generally,
a thinned fingerprint is obtained from a series of steps
including normalization, enhancement, binarization, thining, and postprocessing [17], [18]. Cheng and Tian’s dyadic
scale space-based fingerprint enhancement method [19],
which has been applied in our AFIS for a fingerprint, is
often affected by multispectrum noises. In this method, a
fingerprint can be divided into a series of scale spaces with
its corresponding Gaussian filter for the enhancement. The
combined statistical and structural approach [18] and
knowledge-based enhancement method [17] have been
employed in our AFIS to binarize and postprocess the
enhanced fingerprint. The fingerprint preprocessing in our
AFIS is displayed in Fig. 1, where Fig. 1a is from the first
fingerprint database (DB1_a) of the First International
Fingerprint Verification Competition in 2000 (FVC2000)
[20]; Figs. 1b, 1c, and 1d indicate the corresponding
orientation image, binary image, and thinned image,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Minutiae and their associated local ridge information.

3.2 Fingerprint Representation in Our Method
The uniqueness of a fingerprint is determined by topographic pattern of its texture structure and certain ridge
anomalies termed as minutiae. A challenging task of a
fingerprint matching method is to extract enough reliable
features in a small memory expense. Nowadays, comprehensive features combining minutiae and ridge information
have been widely used in matching and they have been
performing well. However, the proposed technique includes the various texture-based features as part of the
minutiae-simplex and finds fingerprint alignment. The
ridge-based nearest neighborhood among minutiae is used
as a feature to demonstrate the ridge-based relative
relations among minutiae. This technique combines the
Euclidian space-based and ridge-based relative features. In
this section, comprehensive minutiae and their Euclidianbased and ridge-based relative features will be proposed to
characterize the uniqueness of a fingerprint.
3.2.1 Comprehensive Minutiae
A fingerprint of bad quality may be too dry, too wet or the
foreground area may be so narrow that no enough reliable
minutiae can be detected. In some cases, two fingerprints
even from the same finger fail to match for lack of common
minutiae. Therefore, minutiae and associated ridge information are combined in proposed method to improve
fingerprint representation.
Vector set M F ¼ fMiF ¼ ðxFi ; yFi ; Fi ; iF ; ’Fi1 ; . . . ; ’FiT ; dFi1 ;
. . . ; dFiT Þ; jM F j  i  1; T  2g denote all comprehensive
minutiae in fingerprint F , where jM F j is the number of the
minutiae in fingerprint F and T denotes the number of
sampled points along a ridge skeleton associated with a
minutia. MiF , the ith minutia, see Fig. 2, is denoted by a feature
vector ðxFi ; yFi ; Fi ; iF ; ’Fi1 ; . . . ; ’FiT ; dFi1 ; . . . ; dFiT ÞðjM F j  i  1;
T  2Þ, where:
xFi and yFi denote its coordinates.
Fi denotes its orientation, the angle from the
horizontal axis OX to its local ridge direction in the
anticlockwise direction.
3. iF denotes the local gray variance of a 16  16 area
centered by MiF .
4. ’Fik and dFik ðjM F j  i  1; T  k  1Þ, respectively,
denote the direction and distance from MiF to the
kth point sampled along the ridge skeleton beginning at MiF in the equal step.
And, the equal step is a constant pixel count between two
adjacent sampled points along the skeleton. And, it is set to
three times the ridge width in our study. ’Fik and dFik are
1.
2.

Fig. 3. Minutia-simplex EiF . Minutiae MpFi and MqFi are its two ending
points; lFi , Fi , uFi , and vFi are its relative features.

determined by kth sampled point on the ridge associated
with MiF . Therefore, ’Fik and dFik will be affected by spurs or
kinks in the skeleton. To reduce their effect on ’Fik and dFik ,
Luo and Tian’s knowledge-based postprocessing method
[17] is used to smooth fingerprint skeleton after thinning.
All ’Fik and dFik are employed to describe the ridge
information associated with MiF , iF , ’Fik , and dFik ðjM F j 
i  1; T  k  1Þ are combined to describe local texture and
ridge information of the local region associated with MiF ,
respectively. These features help align and distinguish input
features in matching.

3.2.2 Relative Structures among Minutiae
In fingerprint analysis, minutiae are more abstract than
fingerprint pixels. They are related to each other and
attributed by (unary) properties. In other words, a fingerprint
can be simply represented by minutiae constrained with their
properties and relations. It is the bilateral or higher order
relations that convey the contextual constraints. They play a
crucial role in fingerprint matching. In this algorithm, two
relative structures among minutiae are introduced as
minutia-simplex and ridge-based nearest neighborhood
among minutiae.
Minutia-Simplex. nth (n  1) order relative structures
among minutiae combine all comprehensive minutiae as a
whole. These relative structures are usually classified into
unary minutia, minutia-simplex, and minutia-triplet. Minutiae have seldom been used as unary relative structures
because they do not have relative features to globally
represent a fingerprint. Third order relative structures, such
as minutia-triplet employed in many methods [2], [3], require
more computational expense though they have more robust
performance in matching. Second order relative structures
also have enough relative features and keep a good trade-off
between computational expense and performance. Therefore, minutia-simplex, second order relative structure of
minutiae is proposed in our study, as shown in Fig. 3.
Let E F ¼ fEiF ¼ ðpFi ; qiF ; lFi ; Fi ; uFi ; vFi Þ; jE F j  i  1g denote the minutia-simplex set of fingerprint F , where:
1.
2.

jE F j is the size of the minutia-simplex set.
pFi and qiF (jM F j  pFi ; qiF  1) denote the serial
numbers in the minutia set M F . MpFi and MqFi are
two ending minutiae of a minutia-simplex EiF when
Lh  kðxFpi ; yFpi Þ  ðxFqi ; yFqi Þk2  Ll , where Ll and Lh are
the lower and upper bounds of the length of a valid
minutia-simplex, respectively; ðxFpi ; yFpi Þ and ðxFqi ; yFqi Þ
are the coordinates of MpFi and MqFi , respectively.
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Fig. 4. Differences between ridge-based relative features. The ridgebased nearest neighborhood of MiF and MjF is obviously dissimilar to
that of MiG0 and MjG0 , though their Euclidean space-based relative
features are similar.

3.
4.

Assuming that the local region centered by MiF
deforms very little, the relative features of all
minutia-simplexes associated with MiF can be linearly
transformed in this local region.
lFi ¼ kðxFpi ; yFpi Þ  ðxFqi ; yFqi Þk2 and denotes the length of
the minutia-simplex.
0
Fi ¼ arctan@

5.

xFpi  xFqi
yFpi  yFqi

1
A

denotes the direction of the minutia-simplex.
uFi ¼ Fpi  Fi and vFi ¼ Fqi  Fi . They are derivative
relative features of minutia-simplex EiF , respectively, denoting its directional differences away
from Fpi and Fqi .

Relative features of a minutia-simplex are divided into
two parts, transformation-invariants and transformationvariants, which are used for local similarity measurement
and alignment, respectively. Transformation-invariants lFi ,
uFi , and vFi are irrelevant with linear transformation, such as
translation and rotation, and can be used for direct similarity
measurement if scaling is not considered. Transformationvariant Fi changes with rotation and is used to model
rotating input minutiae referred to the template. The size of
set E F , jE F j, is determined
by thresholds Ll and Lh . jE F j is
 F
jM j
because the distances between many
much less than
2
minutia pairs are beyond the interval ½Ll ; Lh . For each
minutia, thresholds Ll and Lh are used to set a circular region
in a minimum deformation, and geometric transformation of
a minutia simplex is assumed to be linear. That is, the
direction of a minutia-simplex in the local region is in linear
relation with fingerprint rotation parameter. In the proposed
method, Ll and Lh are set to five and 15 times ridge-width,
respectively, see the Appendix.
Ridge-Based Nearest Neighborhood among Minutiae.
Like a minutia-triplet, a minutia-simplex only describes the
Euclidean space-based relative features among minutiae.
These relative structures cannot completely explain the
complex local texture and results in mismatch. For example,
minutia-simplex pair ðMiF ; MjF Þ and ðMiG0 ; MjG0 Þ in Fig. 4 is

853

Fig. 5. Ridge-based nearest neighborhood among minutiae. 1) M1 and
M2 are located on the same ridge. 2) There is no more than one ridge
between M4 and ridge R5 beginning at M5 . 3) M3 and M6 meet neither
Condition 1) nor Condition 2).

mismatched because their relative features are very similar.
However, it is easier to distinguish the minutia-simplex
ðMiF ; MjF Þ from the minutia-simplex ðMiG0 ; MjG0 Þ with their
ridge-based relative features.
Let RFi ðjM F j  i  1Þ denote the ridge beginning at MiF
and rFij the ridge-count between MjF and the ridge RFi . Set
frFij ji; jM F j  j  1g denotes the ridge-based nearest neighborhood of MiF and describes the ridge-based relative
features among MiF and other minutiae. rFij is more easily
detected than ridge-count between two minutiae used in
method [2]. In our study, rFij is set to 0 or 1 or 2 in three cases,
respectively: 1) rFij ¼ 0 when MiF and MjF are on the same
ridge RFi , such as M1 and M2 in Fig. 5. 2) rFij ¼ 1 when there
is no more than one ridge between MjF and RFi , like M4 and
M5 in Fig. 5. 3) rFij ¼ 2 when MiF and MjF meet neither
Condition 1) nor 2), such as M3 and M6 in Fig. 5. The ridgebased nearest neighborhood among minutiae describes the
novel ridge-based relative features among minutiae.

3.3 Transformation Parameter Analysis
For a randomly placed finger, it is necessary to align input
minutiae to the template during matching. The alignment
generally includes rotation, translation, and shearing. The
alignment significantly affects the comprehensive similarity
of two fingerprints. A transformation model also needs to be
optimized to obtain the maximal comprehensive similarity.
However, it is difficult to estimate the maximal comprehensive similarity if one doesn’t know the optimal transformation model. In our study, the relationship between the
comprehensive similarity and transformation model was
built for estimating an optimal transformation model. The
model is confirmed effective by our experimental result.
This matching algorithm is designed assuming that input
and template fingerprints are captured with the same
device but with little scaling deformation under the same
condition. Since fingerprint matching performs well in
polar coordinate, translation of the input features to the
template is not used if the central point is set in advance. So,
one of the most important tasks in alignment is to obtain the
optimal rotation parameter.
3.3.1 Local Comprehensive Similarity Measurement
In some matching methods, such as Jiang and Yau’s local and
global structure based minutiae matching method [2], local
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similarities between relative structures are accumulated to
calculate the global similarity. In our study, local similarities
are also used for estimating transformation-parameters and
they are calculated by coarsely comparing transformationinvariant relative features of minutiae-simplexes.
S e t S ¼ fðSij ; Iij Þ; Sij  0; Iij ¼ 0 or 1; jE F j  i  1; jE G j
 j  1g denote all local comprehensive similarities between two minutia-simplex sets E F and E G , where Sij is the
local similarity between EiF and EjG and Iij is their matching
order. If Iij ¼ 1, EiF and EjG are assumed to be matched in
positive order; otherwise, in reverse order.


8
< Iij ¼ Sijð0Þ < Sijð1Þ
n
o
ð1Þ
: Sij ¼ max S ð0Þ ; S ð1Þ ;
ij
ij
ð0Þ

ð1Þ

where the similarity measurement function f, Sij , and Sij
are defined as
8


 

ð0Þ
>
>
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>
>
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G
G
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f
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E
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M
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M
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S
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; ð2Þ
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i
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qi
j
pj
qj
>
>
P
>
: f ðð1 ; . . . ; n Þ; ðx1 ; . . . ; xn ÞÞ ¼ 1 n kk xk k :
k¼1 kk k
n
In (2),  ¼ ðl ;  ;  ;  ;  ; l ; . . . ; l Þ, and diff1 ððEiF ;
MpFi ; MqFi Þ; ðEjG ; MpGj ; MqGj ÞÞ and diff0 ððEiF ; MpFi ; MqFi Þ; ðEjG ; MqGj ;
MpGj ÞÞ are defined as
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F
G
F
G
F
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dpi 1  dG
qj 1 ; . . . ; dpi T  dqj T ; dqi k  dpj k ; . . . ; dqi T  dpj T
ð3Þ
In (3), l ,  , and  denote the error thresholds of distance,
direction and gray variance of a minutia-simplex, respectively. They are estimated from training data sets and set to
16 pixels, 10 , 16, respectively, see the appendix. diff1
ððEiF ; MpFi ; MqFi Þ; ðEjG ; MpGj ; MqGj ÞÞ is produced by matching the
transformation invariant features of ðEiF ; MpFi ; MqFi Þ and those
of ðEjG ; MpGj ; MqGj Þ in positive matching order. diff0 ððEiF ;
MpFi ; MqFi Þ; ðEjG ; MqGj ; MpGj ÞÞ is generated by matching the
transformation invariant features of ðEiF ; MpFi ; MqFi Þ and those
of ðEjG ; MqGj ; MpGj Þ in reversed matching order. And the
G
G
directional relative features of EjG , G
j , uj , and vj , are aligned
G

G

G

as j þ 180 , uj þ 180 , and vj þ 180 , respectively.
Deformation in fingerprints affects the similarity set S
and results in mismatch. In our study, the ridge-based
nearest neighborhood among minutiae is used to check all
local similarities.

3.3.2 Checking Local Similarity with Ridge-Based
Nearest Neighborhood among Minutiae
In local similarity measurement in (1), error thresholds l ,
 , and  are used to counteract the influence of spurs on
relative features in matching. The scheme of tolerance
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deviation also results in mismatch. For example, two similar
local regions, being from two different fingers, are often
mismatched with the Euclidean space-based relative features. In our study, the ridge-based nearest neighborhood
among minutiae is used to overcome the fault by doublechecking these coarse matching results to determine local
mismatch in Set S .
Each element in set S is mismatch if EiF and EjG don’t meet
the condition described in (4), depicting the difference
between the ridge-based nearest neighborhood of minutia
pair ðMpFi ; MqFi Þ and that of minutia pair ðMpGj ; MqGj Þ. If Iij ¼ 1,
indicating EiF is matched to EjG in positive order, rFpi qi and rFqi pi
G
are compared with rG
pj qj and rqj pj , respectively, or vice versa, if
Iij ¼ 0, indicating EiF is matched to EjG in reverse order, rFpi qi
G
and rFqi pi are compared with rG
qj pj and rpj qj , respectively.


8 





 F
G 
>
< rFpi qi  rG
pj qj   1 AND rqi pi  rqj pj   1 ; ifIij ¼ 1
ð4Þ






>
: rF  rG   1 AND rF  rG   1 ; ifIij ¼ 0:
pi qi
qj pj
qi pi
pj qj

3.3.3 Local Transformation Parameter Estimation
The affine transformation model is a feasible and effective
model for fingerprint matching [21] and it needs three
parameters, , tx , and ty , if scaling is not considered in our
study. Only the rotation parameter  is required if the center
points of two fingerprints are given and matching is done in
the polar system. Based on the coarse matching results, local
rotation parameter measurement is introduced in this
section.
Set  ¼ fij ; jE F j  i  1; jE G j  j  1g denote all local
rotation parameters calculated from all local relative structures. In our study, a local rotation parameter is represented
by the direction difference between a local relative structure
and its corresponding template one, which is based on the
assumption that each local fingerprint region deforms very
little. Equation (5) uses the mean of local directional biases of
an input minutia-simplex referred to its corresponding
template one as a local rotation parameter.
"
T h
 
i
X
1
G
ij ¼
’Fpi k þ ’Fqi k  ’G
pj k þ ’qj k
2T þ 2 k¼1
#
ð5Þ

 

F
F
G
G
þ pi þ qi  pj þ qj :
3.3.4 Modeling the Relation between Comprehensive
Similarity and Rotation Parameter
Many methods, such as Cappelli et al.’s plastic distortion
model [22], Bazen and Gerez’s thin-plate spline model [23],
and Senior and Bolle’s equally spaced fingerprint conversion
[24], are proposed to model nonlinear deformation patterns.
However, these methods have their limits in fingerprint
identification application systems, though they can partially
solve deformation under controllable situations. For example, with the plastic distortion model [22], it is hard to obtain
enough information to build the deformation model. Senior
and Bolle’s equally spaced fingerprint conversion [24] would
fail if the compression or traction force is parallel to the local
ridge orientation and the interridge space will not change.
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Fig. 8. Filtered distribution of similarity S along rotation parameter .

Fig. 6. Fingerprints (f) and (g) acquired from the same finger with a sensor.

Fig. 9. Rotation parameter calculated with the geometric mean method
from HðS
S ;  Þ.
Fig. 7. Distribution of comprehensive similarity S along rotation
parameter .

Bazen and Gerez’s thin-plate spline model [23] is good at
distinguishing the major differences from different fingerprints; however, it is weak in detecting their minor
differences.
In this paper, using a series of local relative structures with
little local deformation, the distribution of global comprehensive similarity along rotation parameter is modeled to
calculate an optimal rotation parameter. In matching, the
rotation parameter is adjusted in a small interval to reduce the
impact of mismatches in the coarsely matching stage on the
global rotation parameter. For local similarity set S and its
corresponding local directional bias set , their relationship is
denoted with a similarity function HðS
S ;  Þ built with (6) in
terms of histogram. Fig. 7 illustrates HðS
S ;  Þ, which comes
from coarse results by matching two fingerprints from the
same finger, see Fig. 6.
HðS; Þ ¼

E F j jE G j
jX
X

1 ðij  Þ  Sij ;

ð6Þ

i¼1 j¼1

where 1 ðxÞ is an impulsive function; if x ¼ 0, 1 ðxÞ ¼ 1;
otherwise, 1 ðxÞ ¼ 0.
Local similarity measurement is disturbed by noises so
that HðS
S ;  Þ will be affected accordingly. A filter function,
wðxÞ ¼ 12 ½1  cosðx
d Þ (2d þ 1  x  1), is used to decrease
noises in HðS
S ;  Þ. Filtered HðS
S ;  Þ is shown in Fig. 8.
HðS
S ;  Þ, a periodical function, can be extended by half a
period, which doesn’t influence its performance. And, the
histogram has only one peak in a period, where the rotation
parameter is optimal. In our study, the maximum of HðS
S; Þ
is used to coarsely measure the gobal similarity between
fingerprints F and G.
Theoretically, the rotation parameter 0 , where HðS
S ;  0 Þ is
the maximal, is the global optimal one, called m . It is

calculated with geometric mean method as shown in (7) and
Fig. 9, where  is set to less than half of directional error
threshold  and  2 ð0; 1 is applied for an confidence
interval of the global similarity. They are set to 5 and 0.6677,
respectively, in this method. For example, if HðS
S ;  Þ is of
normal
distribution,
the
confidence
of
the
global
similarity
is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ð 2 ln  Þ  1 ¼ 0:6318 when  ¼ 0:6667. If m is beyond
the interval preset for the rotation transformation parameter,
this matching fails. In (7), HðS; 0 Þ ¼ maxfHðS
S ;  Þg; hðxÞ ¼ 0
if x < 0; otherwise, hðxÞ ¼ x.
P
f  hðHðS; Þ    HðS; 0 ÞÞg
m ¼

2½0  ;0 þ 

P

hðHðS; Þ    HðS; 0 ÞÞ

:

ð7Þ

2½0  ;0 þ 

Deformation and large-area outlier rejection will influence the Euclidean relative features and then affect the on
rotation parameter estimation. For general controllable
environments of small deformation and small-area outlier
rejection, m is aligned in the interval ½1 ; þ1  to reduce
the influences on the estimation, while, under special
conditions of large-deformation and large-area outlier
rejection, m should be aligned in a larger interval and
nonrigid parameter estimation will perform better.

3.4 Fingerprint Matching
Deformation in fingerprints may bring false local similarities in S and, therefore, affects the final comprehensive
similarity. Thus, the global fingerprint matching is essential
after the coarse local matching if the transformation model
is known. In this section, the variably sized bounding
method [5] is used to double-check all local comprehensive
similarities to reduce the influence of deformation in
fingerprints. It consists of three steps: setting the center
points, aligning the input minutiae to the template, and
double-checking all the local similarities.
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First, the comprehensive similarity of a pair of minutiae
is calculated from local similarity set S, shown in (8). The
pair of minutiae with the greatest comprehensive similarity
are selected as central points.
8
F
G
jE
>


Pj 
Pj jE
>
F
G
>
> Uij ¼
Smn 2 pFm ; qm
; pG
>
n ; qn ; i; j; Imn
<
m¼1 n¼1
8
< 1; if ða; bÞ 2 fðx; uÞ; ðy; vÞg ^ ð ¼ 1Þ
>
>
>

ðx;
y;
u;
v;
a;
b;
Þ
¼
1; if ða; bÞ 2 fðx; vÞ; ðy; uÞg ^ ð ¼ 0Þ
>
2
>
:
:
0; otherwise:
ð8Þ
F

G

Let U ¼ fU
U ij ; jM j  i  1; jM j  j  1g denote the set of
all comprehensive similarities of minutia pairs, where U ij is
the sum of local similarities of all minutia-simplex pairs in
F
F
G
fðEm
; EnG Þjðði ¼ pFm or qm
Þ and ðj ¼ pG
n or qn ÞÞg, and denotes
the comprehensive similarity between MiF and MjG .
G
ðOF ; OG Þ ¼ ððxFoi ; yFoi Þ; ðxG
oj ; yoj ÞÞ is selected as the center point
in alignment, where Uoi oj ¼ maxði;jÞ Uij ðjM F j  i; oi  1;
jM G j  j; oj  1Þ. In (8), function 2 is used to judge whether
a minutia-simplex pair is associated with the minutia pair
ðMiF ; MjG Þ.
Second, all minutiae in sets M F and M G are transformed
into their corresponding polar systems referring to their
central points, OF and OG , respectively. Let V ¼ fVij ; jM F j 
i  1jM G j  j  1g denote all similarities of aligned minutia
pairs, where Vij denotes that of MiF and MjG , see (9).



8
F
G
>
; if Uij > 0
¼
f

;
diff
M
;
M
V
ij
m
>
ij
i
j
>
>
>


 

>
>
<  ¼  ; . . . ;  ; b l =r ; r ; r ; b  =l2 ;  ; 
mij


i 0 s l
0 i
s
l
 

>
F
G
F
G
>
¼ . . . ; ’Fik  ’G
;
M
diff
M
>
i
j
jk  m ; . . . ; i  j  m ;
>
>

>
>
:
F
G
F
G
i  j ; #i  #j  m :
ð9Þ
0, MiF

and MjG

If Vij 
are mismatched. In (9), bðx; x0 ; x1 Þ is
a step function proposed in the variably sized bounding
method [5] shown in (10). The positional parameters r0 , rs ,
and rl and direction parameters a0 , as , and al decide the size
G
of the variably sized bounding box; ð Fi ; #Fi Þ and ð G
j ; #j Þ are
the coordinates of MiF and MjG in polar systems, respectively;
mij is the vector of error thresholds of aligned minutia-pair
MiF and MjG ; and diffðMiF ; MjG Þ denotes the transformationvariant feature differences of MiF referred to MjG .
8
< x0 ; if x < x0 ;
ð10Þ
x; if x0  x < x1 ;
bðx; x0 ; x1 Þ ¼
:
x1 ; if x  x1 :
Finally, all local similarities in S are double-checked with
F
(9) in two cases. If Imn ¼ 1, indicating that Em
and EnG match in
positive order, Smn is invalid when VpFm pGn  0 and VqmF qnG  0. If
F
Imn ¼ 0, indicating that Em
and EnG match in inverse order,
Smn is invalid when VpFm pGn  0 and VqmF qnG  0.
0
0
The revised local similarity set S 0 ¼ fðSmn
; Imn
Þ; jE F j 
G
i  1; jE j  j  1g is performed as the final matching step to
measure the similarity between fingerprints F and G.
P
P
0
S 0 j, and jV
V j are four final indices
0 ;I 0 Þ2S 0 Smn ,
ðSmn
Vij 2V Vij , jS
mn
for global comprehensive similarity measurement between
fingerprint F and G. They made it possible to judge whether

Fig. 10. A pair of fingerprints selected from the first group and their
HðS; Þ. (a1) and (a2) Two from two different fingers, (b) their HðS; Þ,
and (c) their filtered HðS; Þ.

two fingerprints come from the same finger in quantity. To
reduce the effects of false local similarities in S on parameter
estimation, m is changed in the interval ½1 ; þ1  to make
matching more robust. The above matching process is also
looped three times to obtain an optimal team of performance
P
P
0
S 0 j, and jV
V j as the final
indices ðSmn
0 ;I 0 2S 0 Þ Smn ,
Vij 2V Vij , jS
mn
result in terms of the sum rule.

4

RESULTS

Experiments were performed over the fingerprint databases
provided by the First International Fingerprint Verification
Competition in 2000 (FVC2000) [20], the Second International
Fingerprint Verification Competition in 2002 (FVC2002) [25],
and the Third International Fingerprint Verification Competition in 2004 (FVC2004) [26]. Our experiments checked the
validity of HðS; Þ, analyzed the rotation parameter, and
evaluated the final matching performance.

4.1 Validation of HðS; Þ in Verification
Two sets of experiments were conducted to evaluate the
performance of HðS; Þ. One hundred pairs of fingerprints
were selected from different fingers. In the first group of
50 pairs, two fingerprints in each pair were not similar as
shown in Fig. 10a1 and Fig. 10a2. In the second group of
50 pairs, two fingerprints in each pair were similar, see
Fig. 11a1 and Fig. 11a2. Fig. 10c and Fig. 11c showed that the
filtered HðS; Þ of a pair of fingerprints, selected either from
the first group or the second, has the characters as: 1) the
comprehensive similarity is of random distribution along the
rotation parameter in a period, which is caused by mismatches produced by spurs or deformation in fingerprints,
and 2) both the maximum and sum of HðS; Þ are small.
Compared with the shape of Fig. 10, that of Fig. 11 is more
regular because two fingerprints in Fig. 11a1 and Fig. 11a2
were more similar, which resulted in more local matches.
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Fig. 11. A pair of fingerprints selected from the second group and their
HðS; Þ. (a1) and (a2) Two from two different fingers, (b) their HðS; Þ,
and (c) their filtered HðS; Þ.
Fig. 13. Performance of the alignment. Minutiae in fingerprints (b) and
(c) were mapped onto fingerprint (a), respectively, see (d).

Fig. 12. The distribution of rotation parameter biases between 0 and .

4.2

Validation of the Rotation Transformation
Parameter Estimation
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the HðS; Þ in rotation parameter estimation and
alignment. The first experiment was performed over 20 fingerprints randomly selected from 12 fingerprint databases of
FVC2000, FVC2002, and FVC2004. For fingerprint F , its
transformed fingerprint F 0 was produced by rotating F with
an angle , which changed from 15 to 15 , referring to its
central point. And, rotation parameters 0 between F and F 0
were estimated from their HðS; Þ. These results are shown in
Fig. 12. The mean and standard deviations of the absolute
errors j  0 j, were 0:42 and 0:26, respectively.
The second experiment was conducted to evaluate the
global alignment of input minutiae with the estimated
rotation parameter. In this experiment, 50 groups of
fingerprints were randomly selected from the 12 fingerprint
databases. Each group contained three fingerprints from the
same finger. For each group of fingerprints, as shown in
Figs. 13a, 13b, and 13c, the minutiae in the second and third
fingerprints were mapped onto the first fingerprint with its
corresponding estimated rotation parameter m , see Fig. 13c.

Fig. 14. Distributions of position biases of aligned input minutiae to their
corresponding template ones. (a) Distribution of x biases. (b) Distribution
of y biases.
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TABLE 1
Results of Our New Method over the Four Databases of FVC2000

TABLE 2
Results of Our New Method over the Four Databases of FVC2002

TABLE 3
Results of Our New Method over the Four Databases of FVC2004

Fig. 14 illustrates the distribution of positional differences
between aligned input minutiae and their corresponding
template ones.

4.3 Matching Performance Analysis
To evaluate the overall matching performance of this method,
a series of experiments were conducted over 12 fingerprint
databases of FVC2000, FVC2002, and FVC2004, see Tables 1,
2, 3, Figs. 15, 16, and 17. In Fig. 15, the four solid lines denoted
Receiving Operating Curves (ROCs) drawn in log-log scales
of this method over the four databases of FVC2000,
respectively, the “+” lines denoted ones over the four
databases of FVC2002, and the “O” lines denoted ones over
the four databases of FVC2004. Tables 1, 2, and 3 described the
performance of this method over the 12 databases with some
performance indices provided by FVC2000 and FVC2002.
This new method obviously outperformed the previous
work, variably bounded box-based matching method [5],
see Fig. 16. In the two methods, the same fingerprint
enhancement method, Cheng and Tian’s dyadic scale
space-based fingerprint enhancement method [19] and Luo
and Tian’s knowledge-based postprocessing method [17]
were applied for fingerprint preprocessing and comprehensive minutia detection were employed in matching. Their
performance evaluated over DB1_a of FVC2000 demonstrated the effectiveness of the new matching method.
To judge whether ridge-based feature and ridge information were helpful for fingerprint matching, the
method without ridge-based relative features or ridge
information, denoted by GCS_NN, was compared with
the method having only ridge information, called GCS_NR,
and the method with ridge-based relative features and
ridge information, called GCS_GR over the four fingerprint
databases DB1_a of FVC2002, DB1_a, DB2_a, and DB4_a of

2004, respectively. Among the 12 fingerprint databases of
FVC2000, FVC2002, and FVC2004, the overall fingerprint
quality of DB1_a and DB2_a of 2004 is the worst, while
DB1_a of FVC2002 and DB4_a of FVC2004 are the better
databases. The differences among the four fingerprint
databases illustrated by Fig. 17 and Table 4 proved that
ridge-based relative features and ridge information were
available in fingerprint matching and those features help
decrease the scores of impostor matches. For example, there
is a step jump at FMR close to -4 of ROC, such as line “o” in
Fig. 17b, if the scores of impostor matches are too great.
We noted that our method outperformed Tico and
Kuosmanen’s matching method with an orientation-based
minutia descriptor [14] over the first and second databases of
FVC2000 and Teoh et al.’s matching method with integrated
wavelet and Fourier-Mellin invariant transformation [10]
over the four databases of FVC2002. The good performance of
GCS_GR over the databases of FVC2000, FVC2002, and
FVC2004 was contributed to by the following aspects:
1) Minutia was replaced by minutia-simplex and minutiasimplex had more relative features to represent a fingerprint,
2) the ridge-based nearest neighborhood among minutiae
was employed to check coarse matching, and 3) the rotation
parameter was calculated in terms of the histogram.

4.4 Template Size Analysis
In our method, the memory expense of a comprehensive
minutia depicted by a minutiae and its associate ridge
information is 8 bytes if T , the number of sampled points
along a ridge skeleton, is set to 2. T can be reasonably
modified according to the memory requirement of an AFIS.
Empirically, the average memory expense used to present
ridge-based nearest neighborhood is no more than 4.5 bytes.
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Fig. 15. ROCs (drawn in log-log scales) of our new method over the 12 databases of FVC2000, FVC2002, and FVC2004, respectively.

Therefore, the mean memory expense is 12.5 bytes for a
comprehensive minutiae representation. Minutia-simplexes
don’t influence the memory expense for storage.
The number of minutiae varies in different fingerprints,
but a good one contains 60-80 minutiae [9]. Assuming there
are 80 minutiae in a fingerprint, then 1,000 bytes is more than
enough for a fingerprint presentation. In different methods,

template size varies. For a method based on comprehensive
feature composing of minutiae and ridge information, its
template size is generally more than 1k bytes. For example,
for Ross et al.’s hybrid fingerprint method [13] and Tico and
Kuosmanen’s orientation-based minutia descriptor [14],
more than 1K bytes are required to describe the features of
a fingerprint. For methods based on global features, their
template sizes may be larger, such as Sujan and Mulqueen’s
space invariant transforms based fingerprint identification
method [11]. For methods using only minutiae, such as Gold
and Rangarajan’s graph matching method [4], their template
sizes are no more than 500 bytes, but their performance is
compromised.

5

Fig. 16. Performance difference between the variably bounded box
method and the new method over DB1_a of FVC2000. The “*” line and
the “o” line denote their ROCs (drawn in log-log scales) over the
database, respectively.

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND FURTHER WORK

A new fingerprint matching method based on global
comprehensive similarity is introduced in this paper with
two novel techniques. First, a minutia-simplex and the ridgebased nearest neighborhood among minutiae are performed
to represent two relative structures among minutiae in
different directions. Second, HðS; Þ is defined to model the
relationship between transformation parameters and comprehensive similarity in terms of histogram. From this
histogram, an optimal rotation parameter is estimated for
alignment. Our method works well over the fingerprint
databases of FVC2000, FVC2002, and FVC2004, and it can be
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Fig. 17. Performance differences among GCS_NN, GCS_NR, and GCS_GR over four databases. (a) Performance difference over DB1_a of
FVC2004. (b) Performance difference over DB2_a of FVC2004. (c) Performance difference over DB4_a of FVC2004. (d) Their performance
difference over DB1_a of FVC2002.

TABLE 4
Performance Differences among GCS_NN, GCS_NR, and GCS_GR over Four Databases

applied to a memory-limited AFIS owing to its less than
1K byte template size. However, this method is sensitive to
the quality of the fingerprint. The quality of fingerprints
affects the reliability of minutiae, rotation parameter, center
points, and, therefore, affects matching performance. As
shown in Fig. 17a, the ridge-based relative feature has limited
ability to improve fingerprint matching performance in badquality fingerprints. For example, 99_5.tif in the DB2_a of
FVC2004 is a bad-quality fingerprint with no more than four
genuine minutiae detected in our method. In another case,
85_1.tif and 85_8.tif in DB1_a of FVC2004 have a small
common region of good quality. As a result, less than three
genuine minutiae are matched.

We will continue our investigations to improve the
method in minimizing false match, which occasionally
occurs under the condition of large deformation in
fingerprints and very poor-quality fingerprints. Based on
Chen et al.’s registration pattern inspection method [27], the
adaptive matching template will be tested in fingerprint
matching to reduce the impacts of deformation in a
fingerprint. Global pattern and features, as well as a hybrid
matching technique will be investigated to reduce the
sensitivity of poor quality fingerprint. Additionally, we will
study the technique that employs a multiresolution search
strategy to calculate the optimal transformation.
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APPENDIX
THRESHOLD ESTIMATION
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In the proposed method, the thresholds, i.e., l ,  ,  (the
error thresholds of distance, direction, and gray variance of a
minutia-simplex), Ll and Lh (the lower and upper bounds of
the distant attribute in a valid minutia-simplex), are
estimated from a training fingerprint data set that consists
of N pairs of fingerprints with the following steps:
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